In The News
Wednesday, May 11, 2011

- **Mental-health facilities at Kino to mend safety net** (Jaqueline DeBeche, director of emergency services)
  - *Arizona Daily Star* 05/11/2011

- **Top 10 News Stories of the Year;**
  - A collection of the top-10 issues as covered by the *Arizona Daily Wildcat this year* (1. Jan. 8 shooting, Obama visits campus)
  - *Arizona Daily Wildcat* 05/11/2011

- **New Cardiovascular Research Data Have Been Reported by Researchers at University of Arizona** (A. Khitri, University of Arizona, Sarver Heart Center)
  - *BioTech Week* 05/11/2011

- **Hospitals, Medical Centers Offering Meditation and More**
  - (University Medical Center offers Reiki for cancer patients and tai chi for stroke patients)
  - *ABC News* 05/10/2011

- **Robot-assisted surgery aids quick recovery; UMC doctor credited for saving an Oro Valley musical**
  - (Dr. Robert Poston)
  - *The Northwest Explorer* 05/11/2011

- **A memory for pain, stored in the spine** (Marina Asiedu and Dipti Tillu from the University of Arizona College of Medicine)
  - *Discover Magazine* 05/11/2011